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Noun sentences examples pdf

 7 Secrets for ESL Learners - FREE download noun (noun): A word (other than a pronoun) that identifies a person, place or thing, or calls one of them (proper noun) The simple definition is: a person, place or thing. Here are some examples: person: husband, wife, teacher, John, Mary location: home, office, village, countryside, America thing: table, car, banana, money, music, love, dog, monkey Note that
any of the above can also be referenced by a pronoun. And note that names like John or America are called proper nouns. The problem with the simple definition above is that it doesn't explain why love is a noun, but can also be a verb. Another (more complicated) way of recognizing a noun is by its: 1. Noun endings There are certain word endings that show that a word is a noun, for example: -ity →
nationality -ment → appointment -ness → happiness-asie → or relationship-chop → childhood, but that's not true for the word end of all nouns. For example, the noun spoon ends in -ful, but the adjective carefully also ends in -ful. 2. Position in sense We can often recognize a noun by his position in the sentence. Nouns often come to a determination (a determination is a word like a, a, the, this, me, such an
enlightenment an afternoon the doctor this word my home such stupidity Nowns often comes to one or more adjectives: a great relief a peaceful afternoon the long, Indian doctor this difficult word my brown and white house such crass silly Function in a sentence Nouns has certain functions (work) in a sense, for example: topic of verb: Doctors work hard. object of verb: He likes coffee. topic and object of
verb: Teachers teach students. But the subject or object of a sentence is not always a noun. This can be a pronoun or a phrase. In the sense My doctor works hard, the noun is doctor but the subject is My doctor. Contributor: Josef Essberger What is a noun? Quiz Hello everyone. Now that we've learned Noune topic, it's time to analyze the topic using sample sentences. If you haven't learned the basics of
Nouns yet, this article is for you. In this article, let's discuss 10 examples of Noun Sentences in all categories of Nouns. 10 Examples of Noun Sentences :D are four kinds of nouns basically. They are, Proper NounsCommon NounsCollective NounsAbstract Nouns10 Examples of Proper NounsAsoka were a wise king. Sita is a good girl. London is on the foremost of the river ThamesKalidasa is the
Shakespeare of IndiaParis is the capital of FranceChina the most populous country in the worldBill Gates is the richest person in the worldRonald Ross has been awarded the Nobel Prize for his work on the transfer of malaria. Rama Killed is the coolest country in the world.10 Examples of Common NounsTiger as the National Beast of IndiaThe book is on the tableSita is a good girl. Kolkata is a beautiful
city. India is the second most populous country in the world. Kalidasa is the Shakespeare of IndiaHummingbird is the smallest bird in the Whale is the largest aquatic animal. Burj Khalifa is the tallest building in the worldStreel is good for the neighborhood10 Examples of Collective NounsThe French army was defeated at the battle of Waterloo.Police disperse the crowd The jury found the prisoner guiltyA
herd of cattle was passingI had found a bunch of keys on the roadsideRama had a beautiful family. United States has the world's largest fleet. Suguna is one of the active members of the team. The committee consists of leading jurors. Knesset is the name of the Parliament of Israel10 Examples of Abstract NounsRama is known for its kindnessChildhood is the best part in my lifeDeath is inevitable for
everyone. He is sadly accused in the theft The theftHonesty is the best policyhanuman is the symbol of loyalty The Mona Lisa is the most beautiful painting of all time. The Thirteenth Amendment abolished slavery in the United States He has a thirst for knowledge He has a medal for dapperClick here to learn more about Nouns For other Grammar topics Click hereFollow us on Facebook The simplest
definition of a noun is a thing and nouns are the basic buildings of sentences. These things can represent a person, animal, place, idea, emotion — almost any thing you can think of. Dog, Sam, love, phone, Chicago, cheers and spaceship are all nouns. The more nouns you know in a language, the better you will be able to communicate your ideas. Here we'll take a closer look at what makes a noun a noun,
and we'll provide some examples of how nouns are used. Nouns: respect, faith, apple, beach, peanut, motorcycle Noun examples in the following sentences are in bold for easy identification. The boy and girl held hands as they crossed the bridge on their way to town. I like to watch my cat play with the pink thread. It's raining! Everyone, grab your umbrella and rain hat and look out for the puddings!
Categories of Nouns There are several categories of nouns, and there may be an overlap across the categories. For example, there are common and proper nouns, and concrete and abstract nouns, but some nouns are both concrete and common, or concrete and proper. It will become apparent as you read. Common nouns are the words that refer to most common things: country, evening, laughter,
puppy, umbrella General noun examples in the following sentences are in bold for easy identification. Cathy loves the weekends in the country. We enjoy swimming after breakfast. The cup fell and broke. Proper nouns are the name that identifies someone or something, a person or a place. Proper nouns are capitalized. John is a proper since the word John represents a particular, single example of a thing,
John. Proper noun examples: Mary, Jimmy, Aunt Audrey, Honda, Philadelphia Proper noun examples in the following sentences are in bold for easy identification. Emily loved spending time with her aunt Nancy in Paris. Buick and Jeep are two key automakers. We visit Lake Erie, which separates the United States Canada. Concrete nouns represent a thing that is real and tangible:, person, rock, smell, air,
soup, Larry are all concrete nouns. Concrete noun examples: cup, computer, diamond, rollercoaster, shampoo, Debby Concrete noun examples in the following sentences are in bold for easy identification. The person threw the rock over the yard. My dog, Oreo, jumped in the air and caught the ball! Can you smell the soup, John? An abstract noun represents a thing that is more like a concept or idea: love,
integrity, democracy, friendship, beauty, knowledge are examples of abstract nouns. Abstract standalone examples in the following sentences are in bold for easy identification. Love and friendship are equally important. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Your mind can know a million things. Nouns can also be categorized as countless or countless. A countless noun is a thing can be numbered or
counted: plane, sock, baking, noodle, teacher, as in two planes, three socks, 1000 noodles. Noun examples: peach, horse, shirt, telescope Countless nouns in the following sentences are in bold for easy identification. There are five dogs in the street. I bought three tons of coal. Margaret has six pairs of blue sandals. Countless nouns can have a quantity or amount, but can't actually be counted: water,
music, clothing, understanding. In the second example above, tons are a countless noun, but coal is not. Coal is referred to as an invisible noun. Countless noun examples: hatred, confidence, attractiveness, wisdom Countless noun examples in the following sentences are in bold for easy identification. Love is up in the air. The four elements are air, earth, fire and water. Her humor knows no boundaries.
Collective nouns refer to a group of people or things: audience, team, bunch, family, class. When talking about collective nouns, Americans consider them singular, using singular verbs with them, like the group dances happily. When speaking British English, both singular verbs and multiple verbs can be used, as in the band dancing crazy in front of the Queen. Collective noun examples: government, jury,
team, bunch, school, class, and room (the people in the room or building) Collective noun examples in the following sentences are in bold for easy identification. The team threw confetti when it was over. Steve buys the group some sandwiches. Meredith told the class she was getting married. As mentioned above, when we speak of categories of nouns, some nouns can be described as being in more than
one category. Some nouns are concrete and countable, for example, such as raindrops and wedding rings, while some are proper and countless, such as the Atlantic and Alaska. Forms of Noun can appear in different forms depending on how they are used. A countable noun can be singular or plural. Most nouns in English form the plurality by adding -s or -es to the noun, although there are a few
exceptions: One dog, two dogs, red dog, blue dog. I Am not just one bus today, but two buses. New York City is one of the largest cities in the world. Countless nouns and proper nouns are always considered singular: The air in the countryside and in the city is clean and fresh (not the sky). All knowledge is a good thing (not knowledge). Florida mostly has warm weather in winter. Nouns can also indicate
ownership. This form of a noun is called a possessive noun, and is indicated by an apostrophe and the letter-s. This is equivalent to using the word last name and the noun. The light's color is red. (or: The color of light is red.) The country's flag has blue stripes. (or: The country flag has blue stripes.) The hunters' guns were loaded. (or: The guns of the hunters are loaded.) Note that when the noun already
ends with -s, possession is indicated by adding only an apostrophe — hunters' guns, not hunters' guns. A noun can be used as the subject of a sentence, or in a different capacity than object: John is nice. – John is the subject of the sentence I saw John — John is the simple (direct) object of the sentence. I gave John the phone. – John is the indirect object of the sentence. I gave the phone to John. – John
is the object of the representation. Additional information about nouns is sometimes used as adjectives, which are referred to as a noun add-on. In fact, English is incredibly flexible pervasive that almost any noun can also be used as an adjective, but sometimes the use is considered comical or slangable: Ocean views - Ocean describes the type of view you'll see outside your window. Jazz concert – Jazz
specifies what kind of concert is played. Cheeseomelet - This is a certain type of omelet, eggs with cheese. Using a real adjective as in a cheese melet means any type of omelet (onion and peppers, mushroom) that has plenty of cheese. Dog tired - Really really tired - even though dogs aren't known to be particularly tired. Fear Factor – An example of using just any old word as a noun add-on. Addition.
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